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Type L / SW / RRS - Jaw-Flex Couplings

Six ways the ‘Snap Wrap’ 
coupling can help pity for itself:

With its unique wrap around Synthetic rubber 
connecting element, the Snap Wrap coupling 
eliminates the need for dismantling the connected 
equipment while inspecting or replacing the element - 
a major benefit when down-time on machinery can run 
into huge amounts.

Combined with a range of prebored hubs, a modular 
hub design and a spacer option, the Snap Wrap 
coupling is unsurpassed for quality, flexibility, speed of 
installation and maintenance.

1. Prebored Hubs
Hubs bored and keyed to standard IEC motor shaft 
sizes at no extra cost.

2. Snap Wrap Element
Ease of inspection and replacement within 5 minutes.

3. Modular hub design
Both Models, SW & RRS use the same hubs.

4. Spacer Coupling
RRS spacer model is available for pump applications.

5. Fully Machined Hubs
Balance, ease of alignment and smooth contact 
surface for elements are assured.

6. Any Environment
Water, oil, greases & dust do not affect performance.
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All dimensions are in mm.
For vertical installation contact us.
For RRS/SW maintain gap ‘G’ at the time of assembly.
Maximum bores can be increased in case of steel hubs. Consult manufacturer.
Contact us for Max Bore with Square Key. 

Material :  Sintered iron for sizes 035 to 075 
Aluminum for sizes 050 to 110 & for all RRS spacers. 
Cast Iron for sizes 095 to 350.

■ 075 - Sintered Iron
 75 - Aluminium

# For RRS, TL2 = DBSE + 2L 1
► RRS 99 not available
*  Only SW version available, 

L version not available
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